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Abstract: After one year of data taking, the observing run three (O3), we are preparing for an improved
version of the system, named the Advanced Virgo plus. One of the major upgrades will be the installation
of the signal recycling mirror to form an additional optical cavity and improve the sensitivity of the
interferometer. This also requires a change in the lock acquisition strategy. In particular, the arms will
be locked at the beginning with lasers at a different wavelength from the main one. Such a strategy has
already been implemented and tested in LIGO and KAGRA, and in this paper we will present how it has
been conceived in Virgo.

Keywords: virgo interferometer; gravitational waves; signal recycling; auxiliary lasers

1. Introduction

The Advanced Virgo+ (AdV+) working principle is the one of a Michelson interferometer. However,
this configuration does not allow the detection of such a small signal as that of gravitational waves, which
have a strain amplitude of the order of 1 × 10−22. Several optical cavities were added in order to increase
sensitivity and in particular two Fabry–Perot cavities were placed in the arms of the Michelson and an
additional mirror was placed between the laser source and Beam Splitter (BS) creating another optical
cavity, called the Power Recycling cavity (PRC), to recycle the power reflected back towards the laser.
In this way the optical length is increased (the optical gain of the Fabry Perot cavities being 300), and the
effective input power is also increased by the optical gain of the PR cavity, which in Advanced Virgo is 38.

This optical design, shown in Figure 1, allowed for the detection of gravitational waves by the
Advanced Virgo detector for the first time on 14 August 2017 [1].

For AdV+ another optical cavity was added in order to further increase the detector sensitivity. A new
mirror was placed between the BS (beam splitter) and the output port of the detector, and its role is to
recycle the signal originated from the passage of a gravitational wave. This optical cavity is also called the
Signal Recycling cavity (SRC) [2].
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In order to reach the best sensitivity of the detector, all the optical cavities need to be locked on their
resonance and the Michelson (MICH) needs to be locked in an almost destructive interference (homodyne
detection [3]). The process of bringing all degrees of freedom (DOFs) to their working point in a controlled
and repeatable way is called lock acquisition.

Figure 1. Optical configuration of Advanced Virgo+. The laser light provided by an amplified master laser
(ML) is transmitted by the power recycling mirror (PR) and split into two by the beam splitter (BS). The two
beams are then injected into the 3 km long arm cavities, where the input mirrors (NI and WI) and the end
mirrors (NE and WE) form two stable resonators whose lengths are indicated as LN and LW respectively.
At the dark port an additional recycling cavity is added thanks to the Signal Recycling mirror (SR).

The lock acquisition developed for the Advanced Virgo detector is called the Variable Finesse
technique [4], which is based on the acquisition of the lock passing through increasingly complex
configurations up to the lock of all the longitudinal DOFs at the final working point.

The presence of an additional cavity, such as the SR cavity, makes the implementation of the Variable
Finesse technique too difficult and uncertain. For this reason it has been chosen to adapt the lock acquisition
used in LIGO and KAGRA for the Advanced Virgo+ configuration.

In order to begin the lock in a simpler configuration, this particular lock acquisition foresees to reduce
the number of DOFs to be controlled by using lasers at a different wavelength with respect to the main
one. These auxiliary lasers are green and their wavelength is half of the main laser wavelength, which is in
the infrared (IR) range, at 1064 nm.

In this way two DOFs can be removed from the global locking scheme and the controls of the
remaining three can be then engaged at the same time, until the arm cavities are brought to the main laser
resonance, reaching the final working point.

This lock strategy has been proposed [5], demonstrated [6], and already implemented in the LIGO [7]
and KAGRA [8] gravitational waves detectors, with different optical setups. In this article the innovative
experimental setup designed for the Advanced Virgo+ will be presented. The main difference with respect
to the present ones is that, instead of using independent green sources, locked in phase with the main
laser, it is foreseen to generate a different wavelength from a pick off from the main laser which will be
brought through a fiber toward the end mirrors, the terminal test masses of the long arm cavities, and then
doubled in frequency before being injected in the arms, as shown in Figure 2. This solution results to be
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effective and reliable as the LIGO scheme but less expensive and more robust since no additional laser
sources nor phase locking loops are used.

Figure 2. General scheme of the Auxiliary Lasers System implemented in Virgo. The pick-off of the main
infrared beam is taken after the corrections of the frequency stabilization, done by acting on the temperature
of the crystal of the ML, by applying a stress on this crystal thanks to a piezoelectric transducer and with an
EOM at higher frequencies. The beam is then fibered and split into three parts: Two are brought to the end
buildings and frequency-doubled in the SHG boxes, the third one, which is the reference beam (indicated
as Ref in the beating box), is doubled in the INJ lab. In the north and west end buildings, before being
doubled the infrared seed is frequency shifted while passing through a fibered AOM. The control of this
frequency shift thanks to the VCO allows us to keep the arms locked with the green light. The transmitted
light from the arms is recombined with the reference at the level of the beating box.

2. Auxiliary Laser System Implemented in AdV+

As mentioned in the introduction, the Auxiliary Laser System (ALS) of Virgo follows the same scheme
as LIGO and KAGRA. The main difference is that in Virgo, the green beam is directly obtained from
doubling a pick off of the main laser, while in LIGO and KAGRA a commercial laser at 532 nm is used,
locked in phase with the main one.

2.1. Overview of the Optics of the Green Locking System

The Virgo ALS (see Figure 2) consists of three green sources: Two are located in the end buildings
(NE and WE) and a third one in the laboratory, named injection (INJ) lab, close to the main laser setup. A
pick-off of the main laser is taken from the injection lab after the actuators for the frequency stabilization,
which are an Electro-Optic Modulator (EOM) plus the piezoelectric and thermal corrections directly applied
on the master laser (ML), and split into three parts. One part is directly amplified and frequency-doubled,
and it will be used to build the error signals for the control of the common and differential lengths of the
arm cavities CARM = LN + LW

2 and DARM = LN − LW , see Figure 1, the two others are delivered to the
end buildings through 3 km-long telecom optical fibers, amplified, doubled, and shaped to be injected into
the arms cavities through the end mirrors. The system has been fully tested and pre-commissioned thanks
to several experimental measurements performed both in a table-top experiment and in the final location,
such as along the Virgo long arms. Five essential parts can be identified, which will be described below:

- The fiber delivery;
- The power amplification and stabilization;
- The frequency shift;
- The second harmonic generator;
- The arm locking.
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2.2. Fiber Delivery

When designing the system, fibered components were used as much as possible in order to minimize
the alignment errors and to ease its maintenance. The optics for the green generation are in fact mounted on
small benches and inserted into boxes, onto which the fibers delivering the beam are plugged. These boxes
are easily installed in racks together with the electronics, protecting the optics from acoustic noise and air
flows. In this sense the system can be defined as ‘plug and play’. The target is to generate 50 mW of green
light, which is the amount of light necessary to have enough power in transmission of the cavity, not to
be limited by the shot noise of the photodetectors that build the error signals to control the arm cavities
together (CARM and DARM). Moreover, the phase noise and frequency stability has to be enough to lock
the arm cavities [9], more details in Section 3. For this reason, the infrared seed used as an input for the
SHG is a pick-off of the main laser beam.

This pick-off will be routed from the Advanced Virgo laser bench to the end buildings, where the end
mirrors are located, through the telecom fiber network of the Virgo interferometer, which has a 1319 nm
wavelength. In this way, there is requirement for installing new fibers along the length of the long arms.
However using such a fiber introduces three main problems that we address.

The first one is about the phase noise that is introduced by the fiber itself. A measurement of the
phase noise over 6 km of this fiber has been done as reported in [9]. It allowed us to give an upper limit of
1.5 kHz, as shown in Figure 3. This result is analyzed in the noise studies shown in Section 3.1.

Figure 3. Induced phase noise from 6 km of telecom fiber [9]. The black line shows the beat note measured
over 100 s between a reference of the input beam shifted by 80 MHz and the beam at the output of 6 km of
telecom fiber. The signal is demodulated in order to center it at 4 kHz. In red, the Lorentzian fit of the beat
note is shown, it has a FWHM = 1.48 kHz, R2 = 0.993.

The other problem while working with a narrow linewidth laser in such a long fiber is the Stimulated
Brillouin Scattering (SBS). Brillouin Scattering is a spontaneous effect due to the interaction between the
light and medium in which it propagates. The refractive index of the fiber is locally and periodically
modified, resulting in an acoustic wave propagating inside the fiber that acts as an oscillating diffraction
grating on which part of the incoming light is back reflected. While going above a certain amount of input
power, this phenomenon becomes self stimulated and most of the power is back reflected, thus limiting
the maximum power that can be sent into the fiber. There is no easy formula to compute this threshold but
a good approximation is given in [10]. Using this formula we found a theoretical SBS threshold of about
8 mW. A measurement in situ was completed and it was found that with up to 12 mW of input power
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we could not measure any back reflected light. Another known effect of SBS is the increase of Relative
Intensity Noise (RIN). In order to avoid to a further increase, 8 mW at the input of the telecom fibers
was kept.

Finally because of the attenuation of the fiber at 1064 nm and because of the different fiber connections,
it was possible to achieve 2.5 mW at the end buildings. Since the telecom fibers do not maintain the
polarization of the beam, those 2.5 mW of power are unpolarized. In order to get back to a linear
polarization, the beam passes through a fibered in-line polarizer. However, this results into power
fluctuations at the output of the polarizer. In order to study this effect, measurements were performed
over several days to evaluate the change in power due to these slow polarization fluctuations. The results
over 24 h are shown in Figure 4 .

Figure 4. Power fluctuations at the output of a fibered polarizer placed after the 3 km-long telecom fiber.
Left: Power measured at the output of the fibered polarizer for 8 mW linearly polarized light injected at the
input of the telecom fiber. Right: Statistical distribution of this power and its gaussian fit. The average is
1.2 mW, FWHM is 0.152 mW, and R2 is 0.998.

2.3. Power Amplification and Stabilization

The beam is amplified in two stages: The preamplification is made with a Semiconductor Optical
Amplifier (SOA), then the power is stabilized thanks to an Acousto Optics Modulator, and a commercial
fibered amplifier allows one to reach enough power for a second harmonic generation process. More details
are described hereafter.

The seed beam brought thanks to the telecom fiber is shaped in the so-called electronic (ELEC)
box. A scheme of the optical setup of this box is given in Figure 5. At the output of the in-line polarizer,
the remaining 1.2 mW are preamplified with a SOA [11]. The SOA is formed by two layers of semiconductor
material having inside an active layer through which the laser beam passes. An electrical current is applied
to the device to excite the electrons which will emit photons in the de-excitation phase. The incoming
photons will stimulate the excited electrons, so the new generated photons will be matched to the incoming
ones, amplifying the beam. It is used to amplify the seed by a factor 5 and get about 6 mW at its output.
The SOA could allow us to get up to 20 mW at the output but this would imply more spontaneous emission
and thus a degradation of the Optical Signal to Noise Ratio (OSNR). After the SOA, the power of the beam
is stabilized at 1.5 mW with a fibered Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM), whose functioning is explained
in detail in Section 2.4. By acting on the amplitude of the driving signal, the ratio between the power
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into the order 0 (no frequency shift, dumped inside the AOM) and the first diffracted order (beam shifted
in frequency) can be modified. We use for this purpose a double balanced frequency mixer: The output
signal of the VCO is injected into the RF IN port of the frequency mixer while a direct current (DC) power
is applied on the DC IN port, as shown in Figure 5. The result is a radio-frequency (RF) signal at the
frequency of the RF IN port whose amplitude is proportional to the amplitude of the (DC) power of the
DC IN port. Thus by taking a pick-off of the power going out of the box, a simple loop to stabilize the
power fluctuations was designed.

At the output of the electronic box, the beam is then sent towards a 2 W fibered amplifier [12].
The phase noise was measured to verify that both the 2 W amplifier and the SOA were not introducing
additional phase noise with respect to the one introduced by the propagation into the telecom fiber.

Figure 5. Sketch of the Electronic box. The polarization of the beam is cleaned thanks to a fibered polarizer,
and is then amplified with a SOA and passes through a fibered AOM where only the 1st diffracted order is
coupled into the fiber, so that at its output the beam is shifted in frequency by 80 MHz. The RF to drive
the AOM is given by a VCO (Voltage-Controlled Oscillator) and the amount of diffracted light can be set
thanks to a DC IN offset coming from a power stabilization loop (PSTAB).

2.4. Frequency Shift

As mentioned in the introduction, the Auxiliary Laser System will be used to control the frequency of
the laser of the green beam with respect to the length of the Fabry–Perot cavities in the arms. Since the
SHG process (which will be presented in Section 2.5) is a passive process, all the controls needed to lock
the cavity can be done on the IR seed beforehand. The frequency of the beam will be shifted to keep the
cavity on resonance thanks to an Acousto-Optical Modulator (see Figure 5). This component uses acoustic
waves to diffract part of the light which is going through it. In our application, the first diffracted order
is coupled into the output fiber [13], so the frequency of the laser beam passing through is shifted by
the frequency of the acoustic wave. The control of this frequency is done thanks to a Voltage-Controlled
Oscillator (VCO), acting on the voltage at its input. Not only does it shift the frequency by 80 MHz but it
is also used as an actuator to apply the frequency corrections needed to keep the arms locked. After the
frequency doubling, the green beam in transmission of the arm cavities is shifted by 160 MHz with respect
to the green reference in the INJ lab, and their beating will be used as an error signal for controlling CARM
and DARM. Moreover, in order to distinguish which information comes from which arm, the frequency
shift is slightly different for the North arm cavity and the West arm one.

The VCO chosen has a frequency tuning constant of 4 MHz/V. For the green beam, the Finesse of the
Fabry–Perot arm cavities is lower than for the infrared, 150 for one arm, and 190 for the other, resulting
in a linewidth of 260 Hz and 330 Hz respectively. Considering the smallest one of 260 Hz, it is necessary
to make frequency shifts of at least a factor of 10 lower than this value in order to achieve good control
in the lock acquisition phase of each arm cavity independently. In practice, the corrections calculated by
the control filter will be sent to the VCO through a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), which has its
own noise.
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This DAC has 16 effective bits and an actuation range of ±10 V so the smallest step it can do is 300 µV,
which means that the maximum precision that can be achieved with it is only 1200 Hz, much higher than
our target.

Specific electronics have been designed in order to decrease by a factor 100 the amount of voltage
that can be delivered to the VCO, so that the frequency tuning constant at the end is 40 kHz/V, so that the
minimum frequency shift will be 300 µV × 40 kHz/V = 12 Hz, which is around 20 times smaller than the
linewidth, thus fulfilling the required specifications [14].

2.5. Second Harmonic Generation Process

Second Harmonic Generation or frequency doubling is a nonlinear optical process in which
two photons at the same wavelength interact within a particular material to get a new photon at half the
wavelength [15]. Due to the relative simplicity of the SHG process, the wavelength chosen for the auxiliary
lasers is 532 nm. In Virgo, it is done with a homemade optical setup that amplifies and doubles a pick-off
of the main 1064 nm laser beam [16]. The doubling setup is the only part which is in free space and the
optics are mounted in a 40 × 50 cm breadboard, inserted into a box and installed into a rack together with
the needed electronics, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) bench. On the left, a picture of one of the three
frequency-doubling setups realized in EGO, on the right, an optical scheme of the setup. The Polarized
Beam Splitter (PBS) and the Half-Wave Plate (HWP) ensure the correct polarization and allow one to tune
the power. The lenses L1 and L2 form a telescope to focus the beam into the crystal and the lense L3
collimates it at the output. M3, M4, and M5 are dichroic mirrors, transmittive for the infrared and reflective
for the green. With M5 and M6 the beam is coupled into the fiber and the HWP2 adjusts its polarization
to the axis of the output fiber. PD1 and PD2 are monitoring photodiodes for the infrared and the green
powers respectively.
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In order to have good conversion efficiency, defined as the ratio between the power of the green beam
and the square of the infrared seed power, Pgreen/P2

seed, at the output of the SHG material a constructive
interference with the previously generated green photons is needed.

For this, the SHG material chosen is a periodically poled magnesium doped lithium niobate
(MgO-PPLN) crystal [17]. This means that its orientation is periodically inverted (poled) in order to
generate photons with a phase difference of 180◦ compared to the case of a photon created at the same
point of the crystal without poling. The whole crystal is actually composed by five poled channels called
gratings, each one 0.5 mm wide and having a different periodicity, from 6.83 µm to 6.96 µm by steps of
0.3 µm. This allows one to choose the best periodicity to obtain the previously mentioned constructive
interference. Another important parameter to reach the maximum conversion efficiency is to choose the
optimal value for the waist of the input beam. This optimal value has been calculated according to the
Boyd and Kleinmann theory on SHG of focused beams [18] and corresponds to a waist of 17 µm in the
crystal [19].

In order to ensure the stability of the conversion efficiency, it is necessary to keep the temperature of
the SHG material constant, since its refractive index strongly depends on it. For this purpose the crystal is
inserted into an oven, whose temperature is controlled at ±0.01 ◦C from near-ambient to 200 ◦C [20].

The typical conversion efficiency that was reached is ∼0.02 W−1 in a single pass. Giving the relative
simplicity of the fibered amplification technology, a single pass solution with a preamplification of the
beam chosen with respect to an intra cavity doubling that would have required a locking loop. Since the
target was to generate 50 mW of green light at the output of the fiber, a 2 W fibered amplifier was chosen.
This allows one to produce up to 80 mW of green light (22 × 0.02 W). The setup used to double in frequency
the infrared seed is shown in Figure 6.

Concerning the stability, it has been estimated that less than 10% of power fluctuations over 20 min
are needed [21], which is the amount of time needed for the locking of the cavities. This requirement is
fulfilled since the power fluctuations are 3% over two days, as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Trend of the power of the 532 nm beam over two days. The average value is 53.9 mW with a
FWHM of 1.5 mW.

Thus, about 80 mW of a 532 nm laser beam containing the same phase information of the 2 W of
1064 nm seeder are generated and coupled into a fiber. This fiber will then both deliver the beam at the
end stations where it will be shaped by a telescope, stabilized and injected into the arms, and to a box
located in the injection laboratory (see Figure 8), to make the beating with the other two green beams come
from the arms.
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Figure 8. Scheme of the arm cavity control loop. The green boxes represent the transfer function of the
optical cavity both for a frequency and a length change. The pink boxes represent the transfer function of
the photodetectors (PD), the purple one the control filter, and the orange one the transfer function of the
actuator (AOM). In the scheme the noises are explicitly shown at their entrance point: Through the mirrors
of the cavity (zMIR) and through the laser beam itself (fFIB).

2.6. The Control Error Signal

The arm cavities are locked with the Pound Drever Hall (PDH) [22] technique, and this requires the
laser beam to be phase modulated. This is done by modulating the amplitude of the signal driving the
VCO at the desired modulation frequency. In turns, it modulates in phase the carrier of the laser beam [23].
This modulation is done at 35 kHz and it is interesting to notice that, while the carrier frequency is doubled,
the sidebands remain at the same frequency in the green beam. This can be explained by the fact that the
doubling process is statistical: There are much more photons in the carrier than in the sidebands, so there
is a very low probability for photons from the upper and lower sidebands to interact together.

3. Controls

In order to design a feedback loop there are several elements that need to be taken into account. First
of all it is necessary to know the behavior of the system that needs to be controlled, in our case the long
Fabry–Perot cavities. Their optical Transfer Function is well known: A simple pole at a frequency that
depends on their Finesse and length (3 km). As already mentioned, for the green beam, the Finesse of the
cavities is lower than for the infrared, 150 for one arm and 190 for the other, resulting in a cavity pole of
167 and 131 Hz, respectively.

Then an error signal to monitor the deviation with respect to the working point is needed.
As presented in the previous sections, a standard PDH technique [22] is used, with the sidebands being
generated using the AOM. Finally an actuator is needed to apply the corresponding corrections to bring
the system to the working point. The same AOM is used for this purpose with the help of the VCO
presented in Section 2.4. The behavior in the frequency domain of these two elements do not contribute
significantly to the design of the control filter, since it is flat in the region of interest: A simple pole at
30 kHz for the couple VCO and AOM. Finally, the photodiode used for building the error signal also has a
flat transfer function up to a simple pole in the MHz region. A scheme of the control system is shown in
Figure 8.

With this information it is possible to design a control filter that keeps the cavity on resonance,
as required. However, in order to properly tune it, it is necessary to also study the noises that bring the
cavity out of its working point. In the present case the two noise sources to consider are: The frequency
noise present on the green beam, and the seismic noise that cause a longitudinal movement of the mirrors.
In Figure 8, they are called fFIB and zMIR respectively and it is shown how they couple into the system.
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The latter one is well known, since it is the same for all the mirrors in the interferometer. It is shown
as Ground Noise in Figure 9, with a typical rms value of 1 µm. It has a f−2 shape so it is very suppressed
above 100 Hz. For the frequency noise of the green beam, an upper limit has been measured [9], also shown
in Figure 9. This noise contributes up to higher frequencies. For this reason it is necessary to design
a control loop with a high bandwidth, of the order of 10 kHz. The total Open Loop Transfer Function
including all the elements described in this section is shown in Figure 10.

10
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10
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10
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10
0
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5

Figure 9. Maximum allowable noise filter defined as the minimum magnitude of anticipated constraining
performance parameters. Also shown are the known ground and frequency noise levels.

Figure 10. The left plot shows the Bode plot of the Open Loop Transfer Function of the control of the arm
cavity. The Unity Gain Frequency is around 10 kHz. The plot in the right shows the Nichols plot of the
same system, and it shows that the control is stable and it is far from the overshoot region (1–6 dB).
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The control presented here, using only one actuator (the AOM), corresponds to the lock acquisition of
the arm cavities. Once the cavities will be kept in resonance, the mirrors will also be used as actuators,
in order to reduce the frequency band of each actuator, allowing one to increase the corrections without
saturating them. The precision that can be reached this way will be improved (a rms value of 7 Hz is
required for the global lock acquisition) [24].

3.1. Maximum Allowable Noise

Beyond the identified noise sources, it is necessary to determine the maximum allowable noise to
ensure the ability to lock the green cavity with necessary accuracy using the frequency actuator. For this
analysis it is assumed that noise enters the control loop between the frequency actuator and cavity.
The transfer functions that are necessary to propagate the noise limits are developed in Brooks et al. [25].
The maximum allowable noise is limited by three performance requirements:

1. Avoid actuator saturation at 10 V correction signal [24];
2. Maintain 99% intracavity power, which corresponds to 1/10 FWHM around the resonance [25];
3. Limit the cavity speed to allow time for power to build above the threshold to engage linear lock [25].

Figure 9 plots the allowable noise level due to each of the constraints listed above. The maximum
allowable noise is calculated as the minimum of these curves and shown as the black dashed line.
Also shown in the gray lines in Figure 9 are the noise magnitude from known sources: Seismic
disturbances [26] and noise fluctuations due to the fiber optic [9]. The ground noise is close to the
allowable noise limit. However, this is not a concern as there is also the magnetic coil pair actuators (whose
transfer function is not included in the plot) which can supplement the frequency actuator if needed.
The frequency noise remains at least a factor of two below the allowable noise limit for all frequencies.
Low frequency noise is not a large concern for ALS as the system is only active on the order of 10 min
while the Central Interferometer is locking.

The ability of the cavity to lock while subjected to the theoretical maximum allowable noise was
simulated in [25] with the time-domain End-to-End (e2e) software [27] for one minute. Figure 9 shows
the amplitude spectrum density of the noise injected into the simulation to verify that it conforms to the
maximum noise curve. The results of the simulation show that the accuracy of the lock is well above
99% as listed in the performance requirements, with the 3σ value at ±0.1% of the maximum transmitted
DC power. Furthermore, the actuator correction voltage was well below the saturation limit for the
minute-long simulation. Based on the e2e simulation results, the theoretical maximum allowable noise has
been validated for the ability of lock and locking accuracy.

4. Conclusions

One of the major upgrades of AdV+ is the installation of an additional mirror, which forms a cavity
to recycle the interferometer output signal. This requires a new control strategy, already implemented on
LIGO and KAGRA, which locks the arm cavities in the first step with green beams at 532 nm. This paper
presented on how this system is designed for AdV+ and the requirements in terms of stability and noise
performance to ensure the lock.

This auxiliary laser system is innovative with respect to the ones already implemented in LIGO and
KAGRA, it is simpler since it can be considered as ’plug and play’, and less expensive since no additional
lasers sources are needed. Moreover, experimental measurements and simulation results verified that it
fulfills all the requirements for lock acquisition.
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